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The overlap of symptoms experienced by subjects with

visceral hypersensitivity and those with motility disorders

often confounds clinical diagnosis. The ascertainment of

the physiological mechanisms responsible for GI symp-

toms is often challenging for clinicians and investigators

alike. As a result, treatment of these disorders is largely

empiric, often based on patient symptoms rather than on

the underlying pathophysiology.

Although slowed gastric motility is the defining feature

of gastroparesis, the correlation between gastric emptying

time and symptom severity is not well established [1, 2].

Such a correlation would simplify the treatment of gas-

troparesis since accelerating gastric motility with proki-

netic agents would have a high probability of improving

the cardinal symptoms of nausea, vomiting, heartburn,

bloating, upper abdominal pain, and postprandial fullness.

Despite no demonstrated correlation, it is evident in clini-

cal practice that a subset of gastroparesis patients respond

well to prokinetic agents, whereas others are refractory to

treatment. Predicting the patient subset that is likely to

respond to prokinetics would be of great clinical use, since

it would reduce the number of patients unnecessarily

exposed to ineffective treatments and associated adverse

drug effects.

If such a biomarker correlating symptom with a mea-

surable process is to emerge, it will be essential to segre-

gate patients with ‘‘pure’’ (homogeneous) motility

disorders from those with visceral hypersensitivity. Albeit

an oversimplification of a heterogeneous group, this pop-

ulation can be thought of as on a spectrum, with pure

motility disorders on one extreme, and pure sensory dis-

orders on the other. According to the paradigm, pure

prokinetic therapy would have minimal effect on symptom

alleviation in patients with pure sensory dysfunction, since

their symptoms are generated by visceral neural hyper-

sensitivity, not hypomotility. On the other extreme, patients

with pure motility disorders would in theory benefit from

prokinetic agents since they treat the underlying patho-

physiology. In actual clinical practice, most patients have

mixed etiology, which impedes successful treatment.

Without a biomarker correlating gastrointestinal symptoms

to motility or other measures, empiric therapies are the

norm.

The wireless motility capsule (WMC) is a modality used

to assess multiregional gut motility in this patient popula-

tion that has been increasingly used, mostly at advanced

tertiary care centers. The WMC is a pill-sized device that

travels throughout the gastrointestinal tract for 5 days after

ingestion, continuously sampling intraluminal pH, tem-

perature, pressure, and motility parameters. Unlike con-

ventional antroduodenal manometry, the enhanced

capabilities of the WMC support the simultaneous and

convenient measurement of antroduodenal contractility and

transit enabling regional or full gut assessment of motility.

In this issue of Digestive Diseases and Sciences, Arora

et al. [3] highlight this complexity in their article ‘‘Clinical

utility of wireless motility capsule in patients with sus-

pected multiregional gastrointestinal dysmotility.’’ They

characterize their patients with suspected motility disorders

using WMC testing, reporting multiregional dysmotility in

nearly half of their sizable population of patients with

upper and lower GI symptoms, in concordance with
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previous studies [4–6]. Evaluating the global gut motility

profile of these patients can be helpful in aiding clinicians

to determine whether there is a focused or diffuse sensory

or motility process leading to symptom generation, so that

appropriate treatments can be instituted.

Using a retrospective chart review in which the common

symptoms of upper and lower GImotility were considered as

being present or absent, the authors again failed to find

significant correlations between these two variables, in

concordance with previous studies [7, 8]. The authors thus

concluded that WMC testing is useful for characterizing

multiregional dysmotility, and in distinguishing between

patients with a functional disorder and those with motility

disorders, also documenting that symptoms were poor pre-

dictors of the anatomical regions affected by dysmotility.

Is there truly no relationship between motility and

symptom severity? No line connecting these dots of path-

ophysiology and presentation? We would argue that if ever

a biomarker is to emerge, there is an abundance of well-

conducted research to suggest it will not be using the

current methodology of trying to connect the presence of

binary symptoms to the relatively simple measure of transit

times. A complex problem in a heterogeneous population

must be analyzed using a multi-dimensional approach.

Arora et al. provide further support for the existing body of

evidence, and in doing so indirectly provide guidance for

future research studying the relationship between gastro-

intestinal symptoms and motility using wireless motility

capsule testing. We have proposed a summary of what

clinicians and investigators currently advocate:

1. Transit times are not the answer.

The measurement of transit times is an oversimplifica-

tion of complex physiological (or pathological) processes.

Although transit time is easily measured using WMC

testing, it ignores valuable contractile pressure data. Transit

times are assessed using the pH sensor of the WMC;

however, the pressure sensor provides a wealth of con-

tractile information including contraction frequency and

amplitude; these data are vast, relatively unstudied, and

ripe for exploration.

2. Symptoms must be assessed through validated

questionnaires.

The broad overlap of upper and lower GI symptoms in

this diverse population makes a binary, yes-or-no approach

less meaningful than assessing symptoms as continuous

variables through validated instruments. For example, the

Patient Assessment of Upper Gastrointestinal Symptom

Severity Index (PAGI-SYM) is a validated measure of

symptom severity in patients with upper and lower GI

disorders, providing multiple continuous measurements for

the severity of symptoms such as nausea, bloating,

postprandial fullness, and upper and lower GI pain. A

complex motility profile requires sophisticated symptom

characterization focusing on symptom severity. Further-

more, the timeframe over which a validated questionnaire

assesses patient symptoms can be a key variable. For

example, since PAGI-SYM assesses symptom severity

over the preceding 2 weeks, a motility test performed on

one day may not be representative of 2 weeks’ worth of

symptoms that precede it. Although using a narrower time

window or averaging motility tests over time might better

capture this relationship, the ideal symptom time window is

not yet established in this regard.

3. Patients with pure motility disorders must be sepa-

rately analyzed from those with elements of significant

visceral hypersensitivity.

If a relationship exists between dysmotility and symp-

toms, it would be far easier to define this relationship in

patients with motility-predominant dysfunction since

patients with pure sensory disorders, and those with a

mixed disorder will likely confound the relationship. Since

defining these populations is difficult, one approach is to

limit analysis of patients to those with delayed motility,

such as a gastric emptying time of [5 h as assessed by

wireless motility capsule. While this does not completely

exclude patients with a mixed motor and sensory disorder,

it eliminates the pure sensory cohort, thereby defining a

population which might yield results superior to most

current studies.

Although early work employing careful subject selec-

tion using these criteria has been promising [9, 10], larger,

prospective studies are needed to determine if there is a

connection between GI symptoms and motility.

Arora et al. further demonstrate the need for the GI

motility community to better understand how existing

therapies affect multiregional motility. The value of char-

acterizing patients with multiregional dysmotility is

reduced by the lack of location-specific motility agents,

which in theory may be superior to drugs with global

prokinetic actions, such as in the use of gastric pacemakers.

Incorporating WMC testing into trials for emerging

prokinetic drugs could be extremely helpful in gaining

insight into how future therapies might affect multiregional

motility, with the ultimate goal of providing therapy tai-

lored to an individual patient’s pattern of dysmotility.
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